As part of the expansion and implementation of our Safety Management System (SMS), ABX Air has initiated a
Safety Award Program, in which exceptional contributions to safety are recognized and rewarded. It is our goal
to grow continuously in the areas of safety and our safety culture. Part of this growth is the recognition of work
that epitomizes the ideal. Two individuals have been selected to receive this award for this quarter. Both
performed their duties remarkably, going above and beyond the minimum requirements. Please help us to
thank these individuals for their dedication and effort.

Alain Terzakis is the Manager of Flight
Operations Control for ABX Air. He is being
recognized for his outstanding work in planning
and implementing corrective actions to mitigate
hazards. Actions taken include dealing with FMC
way-point anomalies, NOTAMS in foreign
languages, Special Airspace Routing, and
Terrain/Clearance Driftdown. While doing this,
Alain still maintained an excellent record of
planning upcoming operations and supervising
GFS operations.

Jean-Marie Personna is an ABX Maintenance Rep
in Alajuela, Costa Rica. He is being recognized for
noticing and correcting a serious safety hazard
during walk around on an aircraft at PTY. The
Safety Department spoke with Mr. Personna’s
supervisor, who concurred with the nomination
and stated that Mr. Personna’s work practices
are consistently performed well and with safety
as the forefront.

Thank you
for your
contribution
to safety!

If you have observed behavior that significantly contributes to the safety of our company and the
aviation industry, please bring it to the attention of the Safety Department. Nominations are collected
and submitted for supervisor review. At the end of the quarter, award recipients will be chosen.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This information is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission,
dissemination or other use of or taking of any action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited.

